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We study the effect of transcription on the kinetics of DNA super-
coiling in three dimensions by means of Brownian dynamics sim-
ulations of a single-nucleotide-resolution coarse-grained model for
double-stranded DNA. By explicitly accounting for the action of a
transcribing RNA polymerase (RNAP), we characterise the geome-
try and non-equilibrium dynamics of the ensuing twin supercoiling
domains. Contrary to the typical textbook picture, we find that the
generation of twist by RNAP results in the formation of plectonemes
(writhed DNA) some distance away. We further demonstrate that this
translates into an “action-at-a-distance” on DNA-binding proteins;
for instance, positive supercoils downstream of an elongating RNAP
destabilise nucleosomes long before the transcriptional machinery
reaches the histone octamer. We also analyse the relaxation dynam-
ics of supercoiled double-stranded DNA, and characterise the widely
different timescales of twist diffusion, which is a simple and fast pro-
cess, and writhe relaxation, which is much slower and entails multi-
ple steps.

DNA topology | Supercoiling | Transcription | Non-Equilibrium Physics

The double stranded nature of DNA endows it with the
properties of an elastic rod with both bending and twist-

ing rigidities (1, 2). Mechanical manipulation which over or
under winds the double helix leads to torsional strain that can
be relieved by the DNA writhing onto itself (2). This phe-
nomenon is a consequence of a topological conservation law: If
the DNA is in a closed loop, or its ends are fixed, the number
of times the two strands wind around each other – the linking
number (Lk) – is a topological invariant. The White-Fuller-
Calugarenau (WFC) theorem (3–5) states that the linking
number of a DNA helix can be written as the sum of two con-
tributions, its “twist” (Tw) and “writhe” (Wr), Lk = Tw+Wr.
The twist can be thought of as the number of times the vector
joining DNA nucleotides rotates around the backbone, whereas
the writhe essentially counts the (signed) self-crossing of the
backbone (2). In its relaxed state a DNA double helix will
have a unit linking number for every ∼ 10.5 base-pairs (bps);
a molecule with a linking number different from this is said to
be supercoiled.

Bacterial plasmids are kept in a negatively supercoiled state
with important consequences on gene expression (6). In eu-
karyotes, the modulation of DNA twist along the chromosome
is also thought to play a role in regulating gene expression (7).
Irrespective of the organism, in vivo DNA is constantly being
remodelled by proteins such as RNA polymerase (RNAP), that
drive the system away from equilibrium by applying forces
and torques of the order of 25 pN (8, 9) and 11 pN nm (10),
respectively. The role of RNAP in creating supercoiling is
broadly associated with the “twin supercoiling domain” (TSD)
model (11, 12). This predicts the formation of positive su-
percoils ahead of RNAP and negative supercoils in its wake;

further, such dynamically generated supercoiling has been
conjectured to play a regulatory role in gene expression either
through the twist dependence of polymerase-DNA interac-
tions (13, 14), or via supercoiling-mediated generation of DNA
loops (6). Although the TSD model was proposed over 30
years ago, its consequences in vivo are far from understood.

In this work we use three-dimensional (3D) Brownian dy-
namics (BD) simulations of a single nucleotide resolution
model for DNA (15, 16) to study the generation of TSDs
by means of RNAP transcription. Our simulations go be-
yond the 1D description of RNAP-driven supercoiling used
in recent models (13, 14, 17) as well as earlier studies using
a twistable worm-like chain model for DNA and an effective
external torque to model the effect of the RNAP (18, 19).
Contrary to typical textbook diagrams which show twist or
writhe being generated close to RNAP on both sides, we dis-
cover that writhe nucleates into plectonemes that appear at a
considerable distance from the polymerase; this allows for an
“action-at-a-distance” phenomenon, where transcription at one
point can affect the binding of proteins – such as histones or
other RNAPs – elsewhere. Additionally, we study twist and
writhe relaxation in the absence of RNAP and find they differ
vastly, both quantitatively and qualitatively: twist diffuses
away rapidly, whereas writhe relaxation is much slower and
entails at least two distinct timescales. Our results challenge
the TSD paradigm and motivate further efforts to dissect the
dynamics of supercoiling in single-molecule experiments.

Significance Statement

Positive and negative supercoiling refers to the overwinding or
underwinding, respectively, of a DNA double helix. Supercoil-
ing is important and ubiquitous, as all cells, from bacterial to
human, deploy proteins to keep their genome negatively super-
coiled to facilitate transcription and replication. Additionally, as
a polymerase transcribes a gene, its action generates twin do-
mains of supercoils of opposite sign. Here we characterise, by
simulations, the three-dimensional geometry of such domains,
and show that supercoiling can be exploited to act at a distance
on DNA-binding proteins, for instance, unwrapping a nucleo-
some long before the polymerase reaches it. We also quantify
the dynamics of double-stranded DNA supercoiling, and the
striking timescale separation between the diffusive relaxation
of twist and writhe.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: Y.A.G.Fosado@ed.ac.uk;
dmarendu@ph.ed.ac.uk;
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Fig. 1. Simulating twin supercoiled domains. (a) An L = 1000 bp dsDNA molecule is initialized as a circle with Lk = Lk0. An RNAP is modelled as a rod orthogonal to the
DNA backbone and a ring which encircles it (see SI Appendix and Figs. S1 and S2). The position of the RNAP is permanently fixed in 3D space (we present simulations
for a moving RNAP in SI Appendix and Fig. S3) and a topological barrier (TB, a section of DNA which cannot rotate) is positioned at L/2 and impedes twist transmission.
Results obtained for different lengths of the DNA molecule and positions of the TB are shown in SI Appendix. (b) After an initial simulation run to allow the DNA to reach
an equilibrated conformation (left), the RNAP is activated: all DNA beads which are within a distance 0.5 nm from the centre of the RNAP experience a force of magnitude
Fp directed perpendicular to the plane of the ring. This causes the relative movement of the RNAP at a speed v. In turn, supercoiled domains emerge and plectonemes of
opposite writhe form at a considerable distance from RNAP (right). Cyan and black arrowheads indicate the TB and RNAP respectively. (c) Schematic of the geometry of the
TSD, defining the distances d+ and d− and the respective lengths l+ and l−. (d) Log-log plot of the length l of the plectoneme at its first appearance as function of v. Red
and green points show positive and negative writhe respectively. Lines are a guide for the eye. We observed that at low velocities the length of the plectoneme follows the
relation l ∼ v−0.45 regardless of the sign of Wr. At high velocities the slope decreases, particularly for Wr < 0, probably indicating the larger bending energy cost of forming
smaller plectonemes. Snapshots are shown as insets. (e) The contour length d from the RNAP to the first plectoneme crossing at the time of its first appearance is plotted as a
function of v. Green points are for Wr < 0 and red points for Wr > 0; connecting lines are a guide for the eye. Snapshots are shown as insets.

Results

The Model. We simulate a DNA loop by using a recently de-
veloped single nucleotide resolution model for double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA) that fully accounts for its double helical struc-
ture, denaturation and elastic properties (15, 16). While
neglecting hydrodynamic interactions, the model also qual-
itatively captures the dynamics of supercoiled dsDNA (16)
(see SI Appendix for more details). Unless otherwise stated,
we consider an L = 1000 base-pair (bp) long loop in which the
linking number is equal to the “relaxed” value Lk = Lk0 = L/p,
with p the pitch of the DNA helix (10 bp in our model).

An RNAP is modelled as a rigid body consisting of a
ring which encircles the double helix and a “crossbar” which
passes between the two DNA strands and is anchored to
the ring on each side (see Fig. 1a). The dsDNA segment
passing through the RNAP experiences an active force, Fp,
directed perpendicular to the plane of the ring, which drives the
relative motion of RNAP and DNA at a velocity v. The steric
interaction between the crossbar and the DNA beads forces the
opening up of the double strand and leads to positive twisting
(over-winding) in front of the RNAP and negative twisting
(under-winding) behind. Our model correctly captures the
mechanical action of an elongating RNAP which must unwind
a section of the helix in order to “read” the nucleotides (1,
20). We quote velocities in units of bp/τBr, where τBr is the
Brownian time – which is proportional to the time needed

for a DNA bead to diffuse its own size. The latter can vary
between ∼ 2.3 ns in a water-like in vitro environment and ∼ 1
µs in vivo where crowding and DNA-associating proteins slow
down motion dramatically (SI Appendix), although the fact our
model disregards solvent-mediated hydrodynamic interactions
hinders a fully quantitative mapping to real units. Full details
of the simulation units, and the DNA and RNAP models
are given in SI Appendix. Note the linking number added or
removed by the RNAP per unit time is given by v/p.

For simplicity, we focus on a geometry where the RNAP is
fixed in 3D space; this could either mimic an in vitro set-up, or
capture the fact that in vivo RNAPs are associated with a large
elongation complex which experiences a larger rotational drag
than the DNA (21). Qualitatively similar results are obtained
for a moving RNAP, provided that the rotational drag (whose
value is not well characterised in vivo) is sufficiently large (SI
Appendix, section 3 and Fig. S3).

RNAP Elongation Creates Asymmetric TSDs. Within the
crowded environment of the cell, binding of large protein
complexes or the formation of loops can restrict DNA rota-
tion at specific sites, impeding the transmission of twist (20).
To mimic this constraint we introduce a “topological barrier”
(TB) – a section of DNA which is not free to rotate and thus
effectively acts as a reflecting barrier for twist (Fig. 1a). In
this context, we investigate the effect of twist generation by
examining different values of v for a DNA molecule which was
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initially topologically relaxed (Fig. 1b, left).
Once a sufficiently large amount of supercoiling has been

introduced by the RNAP, we observe the emergence of plec-
tonemic structures on each side. Unexpectedly, we discover
that plectonemes can appear at large distances from the RNAP
complex, and that each can store a different amount of writhe.
For instance, to the right in Fig. 1b we show a configuration
obtained after the RNAP has traveled 3.4 turns of the helix:
Plectonemes with Wr = +1 and Wr = −2 have formed ahead
of and behind the RNAP respectively. This is contrary to the
usual TSD picture, which would suggest equal and opposite
writhing on each side close to the RNAP (11). Although the
writhe within the plectonemes is unbalanced, the total linking
number must still be conserved to satisfy the WFC theorem,
i.e. Lk(t) = Lk0 = Tw(t) + Wr(t) (2). We verify this is the
case by computing the global twist and writhe as a function
of time (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 and Supporting Information
Text). This calculation indicates that not all of the writhe is
stored in the plectonemes, but part of it is delocalised over the
whole polymer (as counting positive and negative crossings in
plectonemes would give Wr = −1, whereas overall we measure
Wr ≈Wr0 = 0).

The Geometry of Transcription-Driven Plectonemes depends
on v. To understand the formation of plectonemes more quanti-
tatively, we developed a strategy to monitor both their position
and length as they are generated (SI Appendix, Supporting
Information Text and Fig. S5). First, we find that the larger
the velocity the smaller the plectoneme (Fig. 1d); specifically
l ∼ v−α with α ' 0.45 for small v, and smaller for large v.
Second, we find that depending on v, there are two regimes for
the distance d between the RNAP and the plectoneme (Fig.1e).
For large velocities (v ≥ 2.5× 10−3 bp/τBr), d depends on the
sign of the supercoiling: for Wr > 0, that is, in front of the
RNAP, d increases with the speed, whereas for Wr < 0, that is,
behind the RNAP, it instead decreases with v. We attribute
this to the tension experienced by the DNA in front of the
RNAP as it is “reeled in”: the backbone is straightened and
writhing is suppressed (Fig. 1e, rightmost inset, see also (22)).
At the same time, there is an accumulation of DNA under
compression behind the RNAP, and this can more readily form
a plectoneme.

For small velocities (v < 2.5 × 10−3 bp/τBr), we observe
a markedly different behaviour: the RNAP does not exert
enough force to immediately break the attraction between
the DNA strands (SI Appendix, Fig. S6) and the timescale
associated with pulling a segment of DNA is comparable to
that of its 3D relaxation. The RNAP and the TB give rise
to a reduced freedom of the DNA to move and rotate, so
plectonemes are less likely to form in their immediate vicinity.
In this regime there are no further constraints on plectoneme
formation, meaning that on average they appear close to
the halfway point between the RNAP and TB, as would be
expected by symmetry (Fig. 1e). We expect this regime to
occur for values of Fp and v relevant to RNAP in vivo (SI
Appendix).

In our simulations, the supercoiling density in the TSDs
at which the Wr > 0 plectoneme forms is typically larger
than that at which the Wr < 0 one appears (SI Appendix,
Fig. S9a). The main reason is, again, that the positively
supercoiled plectoneme is under tension, which increases the
supercoiling density required for writhing. This finding is in

agreement with the observation in Ref. (23) that negatively
supercoiled DNA is more difficult to twist (but easier to bend)
compared to positively supercoiled DNA. The force-dependent
values of supercoiling densities at which plectonemes form
are |∆Lk/Lk| ∼ 0.01− 0.3, which can be readily achieved for
DNA in vitro or in vivo. In most cases, we also find that
the negatively supercoiled plectoneme is the first to form (SI
Appendix, Fig. S9b).

We have also studied how the length of the DNA and the
position of the TB affects our findings. For a setup with a
ring with L = 2000 bp, and with the TB placed opposite
the RNAP at t = 0, we obtain analogous results to those in
Fig. 1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). When varying the position of
the TB (SI Appendix, Fig. S8) we detected two differences:
the first plectoneme that appears in the simulation is now
that for which the RNAP is initially closer to the TB, and the
plectoneme size is slightly affected by the TB position. In all
cases, though, plectonemes appear far from the RNAP and the
TSDs are markedly asymmetric (SI Appendix, Figs. S7 and
S8). While we have focussed for concreteness on the geometry
of plectonemes when they first form, we have monitored their
overall dynamics as well. The kymographs in SI Appendix,
Fig. S10 show that plectoneme mobilities and growth rates
also greatly vary with v.

Nucleosomes are Unwrapped by RNAP at a distance. We rea-
soned that the above-mentioned “action-at-a-distance” might
mechanically affect the binding of a protein on DNA (24). To
test this hypothesis, we consider the basic building block of
eukaryotic chromatin, the nucleosome, and model a histone
octamer as a spherical bead of diameter 10 nm, with 20 “sticky
patches” tracing a left-handed helical path on its surface cov-
ering exactly 1.7 turns (25). By introducing a short range
attraction between the patches and the DNA beads, modelling
screened electrostatic interactions, we can readily simulate the
self-assembly of a nucleosome (Fig. 2a).

We initialise the system as a loop of DNA with Lk =
Lk0, containing an inactive RNAP (Fp = 0) and an octamer,
positioned at the opposite side of the loop. We observed
that as the DNA wraps around the octamer, the topology
of the nucleosome is in agreement with the “linking number
paradox” (2, 26): while the DNA completes 1.7 turns around
the histone core, the wrapped section is slightly over-twisted
(Fig. 2a), resulting in a net linking number storage of about
−1 per nucleosome (2). Once the nucleosome has formed and
the DNA is equilibrated (Fig. 2a), we introduce a TB and
activate the RNAP. The TB isolates the nucleosome from
supercoils coming from one direction, and we can dissect the
role of negative and positive supercoiling by considering an
RNAP moving towards or away from the nucleosome.

In Fig. 2b, right, we plot the averaged local twist 〈θ(x)−θ0〉
at a fixed time after RNAP activation at key locations along the
DNA (at the nucleosome, at the TB, and within the supercoiled
domains). Remarkably, when the nucleosome is subject to
RNAP-driven positive supercoiling it becomes destabilised and
the DNA unwraps long before the RNAP reaches it (Fig. 2b,
left). Conversely, when the nucleosome is subject to negative
supercoiling there is no unravelling, and instead the nucleosome
structure becomes more stable (Fig. 2c and SI Appendix Fig.
S11). The average timescale (after activation of the RNAP) at
which the detachment occurs is t = 0.7× 104τBr. The average
distance traveled by the polymerase during this time is 14.26 bp
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Fig. 2. RNAP-generated supercoiling disrupts nucleosomes from a distance. (a)
Initial configuration for an equilibrated 1000 bp dsDNA ring where a fully wrapped
nucleosome is positioned opposite the RNAP. Left inset shows the model nucleosome,
with patches following a left-handed path with 1.7 dsDNA turns. Right inset shows how
the twist angle θ(n) varies around the loop with respect to θ0 = 36° in three different
regions (depicted schematically at the bottom of the plot): between the RNAP and the
left of the nucleosome, at the nucleosome and to the right of the nucleosome. The
region of the DNA attached to the nucleosome is the most over-twisted, in agreement
with the linking number paradox (2). (b)-(c) A TB is positioned at bp 230-240 to isolate
the nucleosome from supercoiling travelling from one side, and the RNAP is activated.
Left shows the attachment of the DNA to the histone patches via a kymograph (blue
indicates a patch is bound, white indicates it is unbound). Right shows the local twist
〈θ(n)− θ0〉 at a time t = 104 τBr after the RNAP is activated (averaged over 50
independent simulations). This is computed at five different regions, again shown
schematically underneath the plots. The TB twist displays a small, non-zero deviation
from θ0 because we restrict its rotation only after equilibration. In (b) the RNAP is
oriented such that positive supercoils travel towards the nucleosome (the TB isolates
it from negative supercoils): the DNA progressively unwraps from the nucleosome.
After t = 104 τBr the region behind the RNAP is under-twisted, whereas the region
in front is over-twisted by∼ 0.5° per bp. In (c) the direction of the RNAP is reversed
such that negative supercoils now reach the nucleosome: the DNA remains stably
wrapped throughout the simulation.

and therefore ∆Lk ∼ 1.43. Given the TSD geometry at the
time of unravelling, the corresponding supercoiling density is
∆Lk/Lk0 = 0.034, easily achievable for RNAP in vivo.

Our simulations not only agree with previous observations
of transcription-driven nucleosome eviction in vitro (27), but
also suggest that the removal of obstacles in front of an ad-
vancing RNAP may take place without any direct contact with
through an “action-at-a-distance” mechanism which exploits
the travelling of supercoiling along the DNA.

Two Modes of Supercoiling Relaxation: Diffusing Twist. Hav-
ing observed that RNAP-driven supercoiling spreads along
the DNA, we now use our 3D simulations to dissect the mech-
anisms of twist and writhe relaxation. First, we consider
twist relaxation. We initialise a 1000 bp dsDNA loop in a
non-relaxed state with Tw− Tw0 = 1. This is done by fixing
the twist angle contained within a short (40 bp) segment at
θ(n) = 45°, away from the preferred value of θ0 = 36°; we
then run a simulation preserving this constraint to generate an
equilibrated conformation with a locally over-twisted segment.

By releasing the constraint we study the relaxation of twist
by monitoring its local value along the DNA (Fig. 3a).

(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3. Twist and writhe relaxation in the absence of RNAP. (a) Local twist angle θ(n)
averaged over 1000 short simulations. Different colours indicate different times after
the constraint was removed. In left inset, the data at 4τBr are shown in green, and
the black line is a fit to the solution of the diffusion equation. A snapshot of the initial
configuration is shown in right inset. (b) Local writhe χ(n, t) (SI Appendix) at different
times after removing the TB and the RNAP from a supercoiled DNA loop. Insets show
snapshots of configurations at t = 0.1 × 104τBr and t = 1.5 × 104τBr. (c)
Log-linear plot of the maximum of χ(n, t) as a function of time. Purple squares are
from simulations and lines represent fits with exponentially decaying functions e−t/τ ,
with τ = τ+

1 and τ+
2 for the two regimes. Inset shows a similar plot for the minimum

of χ(n, t). More details are provided in Supporting Information Text, SI Appendix.
Figs. S12 and S14 show similar plots for different initial configurations.We find that twist relaxation can be fitted by an analytical
solution of the diffusion equation, ∂tθ(x, t) = DTw∇2θ(x, t),
with initial condition θ(x, 0) = 45° if xi < x < xf and θ(x, 0) =
θ0 = 36° otherwise (SI Appendix). By fitting θ(x, t) to our
simulation data we extract the diffusion coefficient D+

Tw =
540 ± 36 bp2/τBr. A comparable value of D−

Tw = 493 ±
32 bp2/τBr, was obtained for an under-twisted DNA, initialized
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with θn = 27° within the same segment (between points xi
and xf ). These numerical estimates are robust for different
lengths of the over/under-twisted segment. While the values
of D+

Tw and D−
Tw are compatible within the errors, there is no

reason why the two should be equal, as a finite over-twist and
under-twist are not related by a simple symmetry (16, 28).

Two Modes of Supercoiling Relaxation: Glassy Writhe. To
study the relaxation of writhe, we consider initial configu-
rations which display stable plectonemic structures (local-
ized writhe) and a twist which is close to the relaxed value
(θ(n) ' θ0). To achieve this we use configurations generated
in our TSD simulations (such as shown to the right in Fig. 1b);
we remove both the RNAP and TB and then monitor the
local writhe χ(n, t) (29, 30) (SI Appendix) as the molecule
relaxes. Typical profiles for χ(n, t) at different times t > 0
are shown in Fig. 3b; the peaks and troughs identify posi-
tively and negatively writhed plectoneme tips, respectively,
and we quantify their evolution by recording the maximum
and minimum values of χ(n, t) (29).

We discover that the relaxation of plectonemes occurs in
two steps: an initial fast relaxation followed by a slower decay
at longer times (Fig. 3c). This behaviour is due to high
levels of writhe stored in the plectonemes; the latter carry
conformational stress that is quickly released as soon as the
DNA is allowed to relax. At later times, the remaining writhe
becomes delocalised (as indicated by the broadening of the
peaks in χ(n)), which entails a lower conformational stress
leading to a slower decay. (A more quantitative analysis
supporting this interpretation is provided in SI Appendix,
Fig. S16.) We find that the fast and slow relaxations are well
fitted by two exponential decays (Fig. 3c), where the second
relaxation time scale is about an order of magnitude larger
than the first.

Our results point to an intrinsic asymmetry between pos-
itive and negative writhe, with negatively supercoiled plec-
tonemes relaxing more slowly. Thus, we find that the average
timescales of positive writhe relaxation are τ+

1 ' 2.9× 103τBr
and τ+

2 ' 29× 103τBr whereas for negative writhe we measure
τ−

1 ' 4.4× 103τBr and τ−
2 ' 44.5× 103τBr (see SI Appendix,

Supporting Information Text and Table S1 for details and ad-
ditional results). Since there is no energy difference between
a positively and negatively writhed configuration, this asym-
metry points to a writhe relaxation pathway which involves
an intermediate conversion to a twist deformation which is
sufficiently strong that the harmonic approximation – accord-
ing to which the behaviour of over/under-twist is symmetric –
breaks down (16, 28).

Our observations suggest that supercoiling relaxation oc-
curs through two distinct mechanisms: twist diffusion and
writhe dissipation. While the former takes place on very short
timescales (associated with a large DTw ' 500 bp2/τBr), for
the latter we estimate DWr ' l2/(τ1 + τ2) ∼ bp2/τBr (with
l ∼ 100 bp as the initial plectoneme size), over two orders
of magnitude smaller than DTw. This difference arises be-
cause writhe relaxation requires global conformational changes
which are not necessary to dissipate twist. The existence of a
large difference between twist and writhe dynamics is in line
with previous predictions obtained with scaling theory and
simulations with twistable worm-like chains (18, 19, 31).

Fig. 4. Log-log plot showing the steady state unsigned writhe ζ̄ as function of the
RNAP velocity from simulations without a TB. Values for DNA molecules of lengths
L = 500, 1000, and 2000 are shown. Lines connecting points are a guide for the
eye. Insets show typical configurations for Fp = 5 (v = 0.07) with L = 500 bp,
Fp = 0.5, 3 (v = 0.0016, 0.015) with L = 1000 bp, and Fp = 5 (v = 0.017)
with L = 2000 bp. Forces are quoted in units of ε/σ and velocities in units of
bp/τBr . The same force produces lower velocities for longer chains.

Transcription without topological constraints. While it is rea-
sonable to assume that in vivo DNA is subject to topological
constraints similar to those imposed by our TB, such con-
straints may be absent for in vitro set-ups. We therefore ask
if, in the absence of a TB, RNAP-driven supercoiling would
simply travel around the DNA loop as twist and annihilate
without converting to writhe. To test this we measure, as a
function of time, the total unsigned writhe ζ(t) (SI Appendix)
generated by an RNAP in a DNA loop with no TB. This
order parameter quantifies the appearance of DNA crossings,
irrespectively of their sign (29, 30), and is thus non-zero only
in the regime in which plectonemes form.

Our simulations show that ζ(t) reaches a steady state ζ̄ at
large times and, when plotted as a function of the velocity, ζ̄
shows a transition between a relaxed (ζ̄ ∼ 0) and a writhed
(ζ̄ > 0) regime at different velocities. The value of the velocity
at the transition (v∗) depends on the size of the ring (Fig. 4).
As expected, for larger loops the twist has to diffuse over a
greater distance, so v∗(L) decreases with the DNA length L.

In line with Ref. (13), we can estimate the extent of residual
positive or negative supercoiling induced by an elongating
RNAP as vL/DTw, where we use the twist diffusion coefficient
as initially there is no writhe. Based on (22), and in line
with the results in SI Appendix, Fig. S9a, plectonemes should
start forming when the supercoiling density exceeds ' 0.01.
This criterion suggests plectoneme formation should start from
v ∼ 0.01, 0.005, and 0.0025 bp/τBr for L = 500, 1000 and 2000
bp respectively, in fair agreement with our simulations. This
simple argument disregards the conformational dynamics of
the polymer, and in particular the diffusion of tension along
the molecule. Estimating the latter as ∼ σ2/τBr ' 10 bp2/τBr
we reason that this contribution may affect our estimate for
residual supercoiling, and introduces the asymmetry between
plectonemes in front of and behind the RNAP as in the case
with the TB.

Though we expect that in vivo the velocity of an elongating
RNAP should be relatively constant, these results demonstrate
that its ability to generate plectonemes or affect protein bind-
ing depends on the relative rate of supercoil injection and
dissipation (the latter being determined by the length of DNA
and any topological constraints it is subject to).
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Discussion

In this work we used a single nucleotide resolution coarse-
grained model for dsDNA to study the non-equilibrium gen-
eration and dynamics of supercoiling by RNA polymerase.
Importantly, as our simulations resolve the 3D supercoiling
dynamics of a double-stranded DNA molecule and the action
of the RNAP, they complement and go beyond recent works
studying related phenomena with a twistable worm-like chain
model subject to an effective torque (18, 19). Our simulations
confirm that when the rotational motion of the polymerase is
hindered, its transcriptional activity generates TSDs whereby
DNA in front of the RNAP becomes positively supercoiled,
and the DNA behind it becomes negatively supercoiled (11).

The first main result of our work is that RNAP elongation
can trigger an “action-at-a-distance”. Contrary to typical text
book pictures (11), we found that the generated twist quickly
diffuses away from the RNAP and generates writhe (in the
form of plectonemes) some distance away. When the associated
length scale, DTw/v (with v the speed of the RNAP), is much
larger that the size of the DNA molecule, the position of
the plectonemes is mainly determined by the distance to the
closest topological barrier; when this length scale is small
(or equivalently the RNAP speed is large) there is symmetry
breaking, and plectonemes in front of the RNAP (where DNA
is under tension) form further away, whereas those behind
the RNAP (where DNA is under compression) form closer to
it (Fig. 1). We demonstrated that this “action-at-a-distance”
can destabilise nucleosomes, leading to DNA unwrapping long
before there is any physical contact between the RNAP and
the proteins (Fig. 2), which should be relevant in vivo (27, 32).

Our second key finding is that there are two dramatically
different modes of supercoiling relaxation in a double-stranded
DNA molecule. We observed that twist rapidly diffuses along
DNA and its diffusion constant is about DTw ' 500 bp2/τBr.
To the contrary, writhe, in the form of plectonemes, relaxes
much more slowly and its effective diffusion coefficient is about
DWr ' 1 bp2/τBr (consistent with writhe relaxation requir-
ing large-scale DNA rearrangements). Furthermore, writhe
relaxation entails at least two characteristic time scales which
are associated with the dissipation of internal stress localised
at plectonemes, followed by slower relaxation of delocalised
writhe. The presence of two relaxation times echoes the be-
haviour of colloidal glasses (33), and it would be intriguing to
analyse this parallel further.

Our results may be tested with in vitro experiments with
multiple polymerases on plasmids of different size, or with
tethered linear DNA in “curtain” arrangements. Topological
barriers can be introduced by including DNA-binding pro-
teins which restrict DNA twist, or non-elongating RNAPs. It
would also be useful to analyse the relaxation of plectonemic
supercoiling and the anomalous diffusion of writhe via imaging
techniques such those used in Ref. (34), while by perform-
ing experiments on reconstituted chromatin fibres one could
examine whether and when nucleosomes are destabilised or
evicted downstream of the advancing RNAP (27). In the fu-
ture, we suggest it would be desirable to extend this modelling
to include the activity of topological enzymes such as topoi-
somerases (2) and to account for the asymmetry between the
major and minor groove which gives rise to a direct coupling
between twisting and bending (35, 36), not included in our
model.

Materials and Methods

We simulate dsDNA loops using the model described in Ref. (15).
Each nucleotide is represented by a rigid body formed by a bead
and a patch. Beads are connected into a chain, and two chains wind
round each other to form a double helix. We use the LAMMPS
molecular dynamics software (37) to perform Brownian dynamics
simulations where the position of each nucleotide is determined by a
Langevin equation (including terms for inter-nucleotide interactions
and an implicit solvent). Full details of the models and how we
calculate the various quantities (twist, writhe, local and unsigned
writhe etc.) are given in SI Appendix.
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